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Bicycle Bag Rockbros B70 (black)

Rockbros B70 bicycle bag
If you like to listen to music or use navigation while cycling, Rockbros has something for you! This waterproof phone bag will allow you to
use your device even in bad weather. The bag is made of high-quality materials, is resistant to wear and tear, and thanks to the use of
TPU, you can freely use your smartphone without having to take it out. The bag is suitable for phones with screens up to 6.2 inches and
is surprisingly roomy. It has a special canopy to shield the screen from the sun, as well as a cutout for the charging port and headphones.
Its installation will not cause you the slightest problem.
 
Practical protection for your phone
The  product  is  made  of  high-quality  carbon  fabric  and  is  scratch-  and  damage-resistant,  and  the  use  of  TPU  in  the  screen  protector
ensures hassle-free operation of the phone. The interior of the bag consists of a double layer of protective sponge and has ventilation
holes through which heat is constantly dissipated - so you can use your device for a long time without worrying about overheating. The
whole bag is waterproof, and for added security the zipper has been additionally laminated, so you can be sure that no drop of rain will
get through!
 
Details that matter
The bike bag is equipped with a special canopy that shields the screen from the sun. It gives you access to the screen in all conditions. In
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addition, a special cutout for headphones or a charging cable will allow you to conveniently use many of the phone's functions - you can,
for  example,  listen  to  music  or  talk  freely  on  the  phone,  without  having  to  take  it  out  of  the  bag.  Also  noteworthy  are  the  mounting
straps. Three sturdy Velcro straps provide unparalleled stability and allow you to install and remove the bag in no time. The side of the
bag features a reflective Rockbros logo.
 
Pack essential accessories
Travel comfortably and keep your essentials close at hand. The Rockbros B70 bike bag is surprisingly roomy and will fit more than just
your phone. Internal nets will keep your items organized and provide quick access to them. Keys, tissues, cable, powerbank and pocket
knife - be ready for any circumstance.
 
Manufacturer
ROCKBROS
Name 
Rockbros bicycle bag
Model
B70
Material
PU + 210D Inner fabric
Screen
TPU 0.3
Zipper
Waterproof, laminated
Weight
123 g
Size
19.5 x 10.3 x 7.3 cm

Preço:

Antes: € 13.0011

Agora: € 11.89

Atividades e lazer, Acessórios para bicicletas
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